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Solution of the multigroup transport equation in LP spaces 
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The isotropic multigroup transport equation is solved in LP, p> I, for both half range and full range 
problems, using resolvent integration techniques. The connection between these techniques and a spectral 
decomposition of the transport operator is indicated. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since Larsen and Habetler introduced a resolvent in
tegral technique to solve the one-dimensional one
speed isotropic linear transport equation, 1 this method 
has been extended to study a variety of problems. In 
particular, Bowden, Sancaktar, and Zweifel have ob
tained a solution of the multigroup problem in Hilbert 
space,2,3 and Larsen, Sancaktar, and Zweifel have ex
tended the one-group results to LP spaces. 4 

The purpose of this note is to indicate how these ideas 
can be combined to obtain a solution of the isotropic 
multigroup equation in LP, p> 1, for both half range and 
full range problems. The analysis demonstrates that 
the problem is reduced largely to estimating some re
levant operator norms in the solution space LP( 1 ) and in 
the spectral decomposition space LP(N, U). These esti
mates are carried out in Lemmas 2-8, and lead to the 
representation theorem, Theorem 9. 

We may point out that the elegant spectral analysis 
of Hangelbroek5 to this problem does not appear to af
ford an alternate approach, except for the two-group, 
since, with the exception noted, it is not possible to 
symmetrize the production matrix C and simultaneously 
maintain the scattering matrix ~ diagonal. In Theorem 
10 and the discussion preceding it, we indicate the con
nection between the von Neumann spectral theory util
ized by Hangelbroek and the resolution of the identity 
obtained from the resolvent integrations. 

Finally, Theorem 11 deals with the application of 
these results to half space theory. 

II. THE MUL TIGROUP PROBLEM 

Let us define the Banach space Xp(l) to be the space 
of (equivalence classes of) Lebesque measurable vector 
valued functions f from the real interval 1 = [ - 1, 1] to 
(J:" with norm 

We distinguish the subspace of constant vectors XZ to 
be functions f E Xp such that, for each i, 1 '" i '" n, fl (u) 
is independent of Il. In particular let 

(e(jl)j(Il)=OIJ 

for 1 "'j '" n. Then f E XZ precisely if there are con-
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stants a
J

, 1", j,,; n, such that 
n 

f= 6 aJe(j)' 
J =1 

On ~ an inner product may be defined: 
n 

[f,g]= 6fj gl , f,gEX~ 
i=l 

By a solution of the (full range) multigroup transport 
equation is meant a differentiable function 1/1: IR - Xp(I) 
satisfying 

a fl Ila- Iji(x) = - "2:,1ji(x) + C dll' Iji(x, Il') + q(x) 
x _1 

(1) 

where "2:, is an n Xn diagonal matrix with positive entries, 
C is any n x n matrix with nonnegative entries, Il in
dicates multiplication by the independent variable in 
Xp(l), 

(Ilf)/(Il)= Ilf/(Il), 

and q is the inhomogeneous source term, which we 
assume to be a Holder continuous function q: IR - Xp(l). 

We have written Iji(x, Il') for ¢(x) evaluated at Il', and 
in the remainder, we will omit the x dependence alto
gether, writing ¢( Il'). The solution of Eq. (1) is also 
understood to satisfy specified boundary conditions, 
typically /I ¢(x)llp - 0 as x - ± 00. 

The transport operator, or more correctly, the re
duced transport operator, K, is the bounded linear 
transformation on Xp(l) , 

Kf= "2:,-'llf + 'L,-'C("2:, - 2Ct' r: dlJ.' lJ.'f(IJ.') 

and its (unbounded) inverse is 
, 

(K- 1f)(Il) = (1/ 1l)"2:,f(Jl) - (1/ Il)C J rIll'f(Il'). 
-1 

We may assume, without loss of generality, that ~ II 
"" 1, 1", i '" n, and 11"2:,-111 = 1, and we shall do so. It is 
also necessary to make the noncriticality assumption'o 

det("2:, - 2C) "* O. 

The spectrum N of K as an operator on Xp(l) consists of 
the interval I, which is continuous spectrum, and of 
point spectrum Up(K). 

In Ref. 2, the Case transform F: f - A is derived for 
f Holder continuous, where 
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_l._{A -1(lJ)f 1 ds s(lJI _ SL;-I)-lf(s )l+ 
21TllJ _1 'f 

F(f)(lJ)= _{A- 1 (lJ) i>lSS(lJI-S6-1)_lf(S) }-, lJE I, (2a) 

~1'(~) [{II ds s(lJI -SL;-I)-~(S), a] ~"' lJE Up(K). 

(2b) 

Here the dispersion matrix A(z) = B + T(z) and its de
terminant n(z) = detA(z) are given by 

B=(6-2C)C-1L;, T(~)=-tdss(zI-S61>-\ (3) 
_1 

and the superscripts ± indicate boundary values ob
tained as z converges to Rez from above (below) the 
real axis. The vectors a and ~" are defined as follows. 
Since lJ E up(K) if and only if n(lJ) = 0, let us take ~" to 
satisfy 

(4) 

for each lJE Up(K). Then for any lJEup(K), we may' define 
a by 

a = j\)lJ)~" 

where (Ac)jj = cofijA differs from the notation in Ref. 
2 by a transpose. 

In the above it has been assumed that n'(lJ) does not 
vanish on the interval 1 = [ - 1,1] and that lJ E Up(K) has 
multiplicity one. We shall also assume that 

{
1(A(lJ)++ A(lJ)-), lJE I, 

r(lJ)= 1 - (K) , lJE up 
(5) 

does not vanish on I, although we do believe that all of 
these restrictions could be removed without difficulty 
(see, for example, the treatment of a similar problem 
in Ref. 6.) 

The importance of the Case transform lies in the 
completeness theorem and in its "spectral" behavior 
under K. Namely, if 

<I>(lJ, /1)= !p lJ(lJI - /1L;-I)-1 + Ll.(L;lJ - /1)L;- l r(lJ), lJE I, (6a) 

where Jf indicates a principal value integral is to be 
taken and 

Ll.(L;lJ - /1)jk = 0jkO(Uj lJ - /1), 

then 

f= J <I>(lJ, /1)A(lJ)du(lJ) 
N 

(6b) 

(7) 

for A = F(f) defined in Eqs. (2), and u(lJ) Lebesque mea
sure on I, U(lJ) = 1 for lJE ap(K). Moreover, 

Kf= IlJ<l>(lJ, /1)A(lJ)da(lJ). 
N 

Thus if we define F': A - f by 

F'(A)(J.ll= J <I>(lJ, J.l)A(lJ)da(lJ) 
N 
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for A Holder continuous, then Ref. 2 proves the fol
lowing theorem. 

Theorem 1: On H~lder continuous functions in Xp(I), 

F'F=I and F'lJF=K. 

III. OPERATOR BOUNDS 

Equation (2a) makes sense pointwise if j is Holder 
continuous; in order to extend F to all of Xp(l), we in
troduce the Banach splj.ce Xp(N) , where AE Xp(N) if A 
is Lebesque measurable on leN, A is proportional to 
~" at each lJE up(K) , and 

II Allp,r= t~ ~ IlJr(lJ)Aj(lJ) Ip dlJ riP < 00. 

In other words, 

For a proper extension to all of Xp(1) then, it is suf
ficient to prove: 

(i) F:Hp(l) - Xp(N) is a bounded, densely defined opera
tor, where 

HpW = {jE Xp(l)j Holder continuous on I}; 

(ii) F':Hp(N) - Xp(l) is bounded, where 

Hp(N) = {A E Xp(N) I j Holder continuous on I} 

(iii) RanF is dense in Xp(N). 

(8a) 

(8b) 

As there has been, in our opinion, some continuing 
confusion in the literature over these rather simple ob
servations, we reiterate the following. In the trans
formed space Xp(N), the transport operator K acts sim
ply as a multiplication operator. Hence transport prob
lems can be related to problems involving the much 
simpler, and necessarily normal, multiplication opera
tor. However, unless RanF is demonstrated to be 
dense in Xp(N) , there is no assurance that the solution 
of a transport problem solved in Xp(N) will be the image 
under F of a vector in Xp(l). This is, of course, equally 
true for the one group. If we cons ider, for example, the 
uniform slab problem, where the function A is given in 
Ref. 7 impliCitly as the solution of a Fredholm integral 
equation, then unless A is known to be contained in 
RanF, it cannot be assumed that F' A = ct> satisfies Fct> 
= A, and hence that it is the desired solution of the slab 
problem. Note also that the boundedness of F and its 
invertibility on a dense set is not sufficient to deduce 
the invertibility of F on Xp(l), unless it has been estab
lished that F' is bounded. 

The analysis of Ref. 2 hinges on the following theorem 
concerning Hilbert transforms, which we quote in a 
form useful for our purposes. B 

Lemma 2: Let f E Xp(I). Then the formula 
1 

g(/1)=!P s(J.lI-sL;-I)-~(s)ds 
_1 

defines almost everywhere a function g also belonging 
to Xp (I), and for a constant Mp depending only upon p 
and 1IL;-III, 
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Before proceeding to study F and F', we collect some 
important properties of the dispersion matrix. 

Lemma 3: 

(0 On Xp(l), 

A(II)+ -A(II)-= -27Till~2.le(II), (9a) 

where .le(V)IJ = 1 if i = j and 1111 ~ aj , zero other

otherwise. 

(ii) r(lI) is continuously differentiable on I/T, where 

T = {± Ojl}f=l> and r-1(1I) defines a bounded operator 

r-1 on Xp(I). 

(iii) On Xp(I), 

A _1(11)+ _ A _1(V)- = 21TiA -1(1I)+~2.le(II)A -1(V)-

is bounded, and on its range, r is bounded. 

(iv) On Xp(I), 

A-1(1I)+ _ A-1(v)-= _ 2A-1(1I)+r(II)A-1(1I)-

is bounded, and on its range, r is bounded. 

(9b) 

(9c) 

Proof: Let us consider
A 

(iii)-(iv) first. If T: I - o:n is 
a continuous map, then T:Xp(l) - Xn(l) given by 

(';/)(/1)= T(/1)f(/1) 

is bounded. Therefore, the problem reduces to studying 
A(II) on X~ for fixed II in a neighborhood of the 
"endpoints" T. 

Let b= + Ojl or - Ojl be such an endpoint, and let 
limv _ "* indicate a limit taken along 11= b ± iE with E - 0+. 
Suppose M: =Nb no:: with Nb a neighborhood of b such 
that N b contains no other endpoints, and 0:: = {z E 0: I 
± Imz ~ o}. Since limv _ u IIA(II)e l " = 00, we claim that 

lim A-l(v)e
l 

= O. 
II-b± 

For, 

where Pj: lP-MlP,el]e j is the projection onto el and 0'1(11) 
-±oo, and therefore, since A-1(v)(I-P1) is a continuous 
function of v for II E M~, we see that 

In other words, 

Sp{ej}c KerA-l(b):. (10) 

A(v): is invertible and, as we have noted, a continuous 
function of v E ~ on the subspace (I - PI)X~, Since X~ is 
finite dimensional, X~=RanA(b)+Sp{el}' and this along 
with Eq. (10) enables us to conclude that A-1(b) 
=lim

V
_

b
.A-1(v) on X~. Then, Eq. (10) and the continuity 

and boundedness of A(lIt+A(II)- on (I-P1)Xp for VE~ 
gives us directly that 

2094 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 17, No. 11, November 1976 

is also a bounded operator on XI" 

Equation (9a) results immediately from the Plemelj 
formulas applied componentwise to Eq. (3). Since A(II)' 
is analytiC off the real axis and continuous on [ - 1,1 ]'\T, 
the integration along [ - 1,1] between neighboring end
points b1 , b2E T may be replaced by integration along the 
complex contours r(e)= ~(bl + b2 + (b 1 - b2 )e I8 ), eE [0, 
± 1T]. From this the continuity properties of r may be 
deduced. Finally, we note that the analYSis of A-1(1I) 
may also be applied to r(v) = A(v)+ + A(II)- to obtain the 
existence of r(II). 

Corollary 4: Hp(N) is dense in Xp(N). 

Lemma 5: FIHp(l) is bounded. 

Proof: Using the Plemelj formulas for v E I, 

vF(/J(v) =~ (1\"'(11)+ _ A _1(11)_) (, 1 ds s(vI _ S~-l)"lf(s) 
7Tt ).1 

+ i(A-1(lIr + A-l(v)_)~211(Vef)(v), (11) 

where Ve is defined by 

By applying r to both sides of the equation, and in
tegrating pth powers of each term over I, IIF(f)llp,r may 
be estimated by a sum of norms. Thus, the norm ob
tained from the first term on the right-hand side of the 
equation is bounded by IIr(A-lr~2.le(A-l)-IIMpllfllp, and 
the second by II~III-I/pllr(A-lrr(A-I)-11 Ilfllp since II.leil = 1 
and IIV e ll = II~-1_1 11'11. Then the contribution to IIF(f)llp, r 
of the continuous spectrum is 

(11.F(f) 11",r)a ~ {II r(A -1)'~2.le(A -1)-11 Mp 
j 

+ II ~ 11 1-1 II' II r(A -1)'r(A _1 til} II fill" 

If II E ap (K), then for q satisfying 1/ p + 1/ q = 1, the 
Holder inequality gives 

x 6 d 0'1 { f l I 
j -1 S V - sail - 1 

where 

d(v)= inf Iv-sl 
se:1 

and II II[qJ is the q-norm on a: n
, 

11~II[qJ=L~ 1~llq}l/q, Ee:o:n. 

Thus, the contribution to IIF(f)lIp,r of the point spectrum 
is 
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This completes the proof. 

Lemma 6: F'IHp(N) is bounded. 

Proof: We have from Eqs. (6) and (7): 

1J.(p-1 A)(IJ.) = IJ. f v(vI - 1J.~-l)"lA(v)dv + 1J.~_2(V C-lrA)(IJ.) 
-1 

+'6 ( ll() vEa (K) IJ. vI - IJ.~- )" A v • 
p 

The norm of the first term on the right-hand side is 
bounded by 

Mpll Allp"; Mpll r-lll II rAllp=Mpll r-lll IIAllp,r 
and the second term by 

The third term may be estimated by 

tE5K) Ef>1J.1 v2 - :VOjl I P! vAI(v)!p rIP 

( 
2 )l/P 1 

.,; p+l V~~:(K)Vd(V) !!A!!p,r' 
Lemma 7: Let Jp(N)={AEHp(N)lrAEHp(N)}. Then 

F:H/I}-Hp(N) and F':Jp(N)-Hp(J). 

(12) 

Proof: Since the Cauchy integral of a Holder con
tinuous function is Holder continuous on the interior of 
a Liapunov contour, 9 the only potential difficulty is at 
the boundary points ± 1\0"1' A typical term in the 
expression for F(/! is 

n 1 

'6 A-l(v)+ J ds(vI -S~;!)-lfk(s)ek' 
k=l _1 

which is explicitly Holder continous at V= 1\0"1 except 
possibly for k=i. From Eq. (10), however, 

A -1(1/ 0"1 )±el = O. 

The second part of the lemma may be proved immediate
ly from Eq. (12). 

Lemma 8: RanF is dense in Hp(N). 

Proof: We first wish to reduce the transformation F 
between Banach spaces Xp(N) and Xp(J) by subspaces 
corresponding to the eigenspace of K and appropriate 
topological supplements. Thus, let us define the bounded 
linear forms Pv on Hp(I) by 

PvC/! = [/ ds s(vI - S~-I)-If(s), aJ 
_1 

for VE O"p(K) , and let Hp(l) be the sub manifold 

Hp(l) = {jE Hp(l) 1 PvC/! = 0, v E O"p(K}}. 

If )'V is an eigenvector of K with eigenvalue v, then 

Pv()'v') = ovv.pv(a). 

2095 J. Math. Phys., Vol. 17, No. 11, November 1976 

Since we may take 

)'v(lJ.) = (vI - ~-llJ.)"l~v, 

whence, applying the identity 

(vI - S~-ltl(V' 1- S ~-I)-I = [1/ (v' - v)J(v _ S~-I)-I (v' _ S~-I)-l 

for v'" v' and Eq. (3), the form on )'v' becomes 
(13) 

1 1 
= - -,--[A(v)~v" a] = - -,-- '6 (A(v)A~(v»I' = 0. 

V -v V -v I ' 

We have used the fact that AA~ = 0. 

If the projection P is defined on Xp(l) by 

Pf= '6 (Pv(f)/ Pv()'v»))'v 
vEap(K) 

and if P denotes the projection onto the subspace 

Xp(N)o= {A EXp(N) !A(v)= 0, VE I} 

of Xp(N) along the subspace 

Xp(N)l={AEXp(N)!A(v)=O, vE O"p(K)} 

then we assert that 

(I - P)F' = F'(I - p). 

To demonstrate this, we must compute the integrals 

for v E O"p(K) and A E Xp(N)1 n Hp(N). With the identity 
(13) and some rearrangements, these become 

J I dt(t _ V)-I(- ~-lA(v) + ~-lr(t))A(t) 
-I 

- / dt t(t - v)-I~-lr(t)A(t). 
_I 

(14) 

which vanishes by the same reasoning as for Eq. (14). 

Now we are prepared to determine RanF. Since F' :l3v 
-PXp(l), vEO"p(k), and F':Xp(N)l-(I-P)Xp(l), it is 
sufficient to prove F' is one-one on Xp(N)I' Thus, let 
us suppose F'(A)=O, AEXp(N)l nHp(N), and define 

(V c-IN)(z) = i~ v(vI - Z~-l)-IA(v) dv. 

Then the Plemelj formulas give 

I 

tv C-I(N" + N-)(z) =.p v(v - Z~-l)-IA(v) dv 
_1 

and 
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Substituting these expressions into 

f v(v - J-L2:-1 )-lA(v) dv + 2:-2(V r;-lr A)(J-L) = 0, 
-1 

we obtain 

1Ti2:2Vr;-1J-L(N' + N") + V r;-lr (N' - N-) = 0, 

which, with Eq. (9a) and appropriate cancellations, 
becomes 

V r;-l(A'N' - A-N-) = 0. 

Hence, by Liouville's Theorem applied to J(z) 
=i\(z)N(z), we conclude that A(v)=O. 

IV. SPECTRAL THEOREM 

Lemmas 5, 6, and 8, along with the results of Theo
rem 1, have as an immediate consequence the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 9: The transformation F: Xp(l) - Xp(N) is an 
invertible bounded linear transformation, and F-1 = F'. 
Moreover, 

FK=vF 

is valid on Xp(I). 

We emphasize that Theorem 9, by diagonalizing the 
bounded operator K, provides effectively a spectral 
representation of K. This is most transparent in Hilbert 
space language (p = 2), where a new inner product may 
be introduced on X 2 (1) , 

{j,g} = (Fj, Fg)2,r' 

Here, (',')2 ,r indicates the inner product on X 2 (N) de
rived from the norm 111I 2 ,r' Then if NClR, 

{Kj,g} = (FKj,Fg)p,r = (vFj,Fg)p,r= (Fj, vFg)p,r = {j,Kg} 

whence K is self-adjoint, and a similar calculation 
shows K is normal for N ca:. Furthermore, 

FK"= vFK"-l = 00 '= v"F, 

so, since N is necessarily compact, the map 

K: K" - v" 

extends to the Gelfand transformation from the C* al
gebra generated by K and K* to the algebra of continuous 
functions on N with uniform norm. (Actually, by 
Mergelyan's Theorem, C* algebra is generated by K 
alone, even when K is not self -adjoint. 11) 

These remarks can equally well be expressed in 
terms of a spectral resolution for K. Recalling that the 
Dunford integral was used to obtain 

f=-2
1

. J dZR(z,K)f=lim-2
1

. f1d
J-L{R(J-L-iE,K) 

1T1 r e-O' 1T1 -1 

-R(Il+iE,K)}f+~ 6 (dzR(z,K)f 
1T1 vEo (Kl Jr p v 

= i da(v)4>(J-L, v)F(f), 

one expects that 

(E([-1,w])f(J-L)=f~ dv4>(J-L,v)F(f), wEI, (15a) 
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(15b) 

defines a resolution of the idenity for the normal opera
tor K. This is indeed the case, the essential feature 
being the fact that in X2 K is similar to the sum of a 
self -adjoint operator and a jinite dimensional normal 
operator on the span of {Y) VE a:\lR}. 

To see this, we recall that the spectral projections 
can be obtained by the formula12 

J
b+6 

E«(a b))=lim lim _1_ (R(J-L-Ei,T)-R(J-L+Ei,T))dJ-L 
, • 2' a'6 

6-0 e-o' 1T1 (16) 

in the strong operator topology, for T any bounded self
adjoint operator on a Hilbert space. It is not difficult to 
see that this formula extE!nds to operators T which are 
similar to self -adjoint operators. Further, for any 
closed operator T, if N1 is a subset of the spectrum 
a( T), and r is a rectifiable, simple closed curve con
taining N1 in its interior and a(T)\JY1 in its exterior, 
then 

(17) 

is the spectral projection corresponding to N 1 • Thus the 
first of these formulas gives 

(E([ -1, w])f)(J-L) = lim. ~(f W dll R(J-L - iE,K)f 
e-o 1T1 -1 

+ {-ldJ-LR(Il+iE,K)f) 

which reduces to Eq. (15a) by precisely the same steps 
leading to Eq. (7), and the second formula gives Eq. 
(15) 

This analysis-in particular Eq. (16)-is valid in 
X 2 (1). However, it may be extended to Xp(l) by observ
ing that M = X 2(1) n Xp(l) is dense in Xp( I ) for all p> 1. 
Then the boundedness of the projections E in p-norm 
follows from the analysis of Lemma 6, as is evident 
from Eqs. (15), and the algebraic properties of the 
spectral resolution are a consequence of the bounded
ness of the projections and the density of M. In more 
detail, since 

E([ - 1, w ])E([ - 1, w']) = E([ - 1, w/])E([ - 1, w]) = E([ - 1, wj) 

on M for w' ~ w, and the projections are bounded opera
tors, we immediately obtain this nondecreasing proper
ty on iii = Xp(l). Likewise, the validity of 

KE=EK 

on M and the boundedness of K on Xp(1) extends the 
equality to all of Xp(l). The identity 

E([-1,1])+ 6 E(v)=I 
vEo/Kl 

also results from these denSity arguments, or alter
natively, directly from Eqs. (15). Finally, the exten
sion of (strong) right continuity 

limE([ - 1, A + 0)) = E([ - 1, A)) 

to Xp(l) may be seen easily by using the uniform bound 
on the projections 
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We state these results in a theorem. 

Theorem 10: The spectral decomposition of the 
transport operator A in Xp(l) is given by 

1 

K = J "A. dE ("A.) + L: IJE(v), 
-1 vEap(Kl 

where E("A.) is obtained from Eq. (15a) and E(v) from 
Eq. (15b). 

V.HALFSPACEPROBLEM 
The multigroup half space problem consists of the 

transport equation (1) defined for all x ~ 0 along wtth the 
boundary conditions 

I/i(x, 11) = fa ( 11) , 0 -'" 11 -'" 1, 

lim I/i(x , 11) = 0, 

for a given boundary (vector valued) function fa on the 
real interval J = [0,1] c I. Let us define the subspace 
Xp(J) C Xp(l) by /(11) = 0 for - 1-'" Jl-'" 0 if f E Xp(1) , so that 

Xp(l) = Xp(J) ffi Xp(l\J). 

It is assumed that the given function foEXp(J). Then by 
well-known arguments, the solution of the half space 
problem is equivalent to the construction of a (non
orthogonal) projection Q satisfying: 

(0 (Qf)( Jl) = f( Jl), 0 -'" 11 -'" 1 , 

(ii) (zI - K)-lQf analytic in z for Rez < O. 

The second condition implies that Q is a projection onto 

Xp(N) = { [ 1 dE("A.) + L: E(IJ)}Xp(l) Jo vEap(Kl 

R (v»o 

and the first that Q is a projection along Xp(I'\.J). The 
notation R(v) > 0 signifies that either Rev> 0 else or 
RelJ=O, ImlJ>O. In Caseology language, these condi
tions ensure that the negative frequency eigenvectors 
<I> (11, IJ), v < 0 or Rev < 0 are absent from Qf for any f 
EXp(J). 

In Ref. 3, some recent results of Mullikin 13 on a 
certain matrix Riemann problem are utilized to con
struct the projection Q on X2(1), 

(VeQf)(- Jlk f 1 _s-X-l(Jl)y-l(-s)L2(Vef)(s)ds, Jo 11 - s 
0< Jl-",l, 

(Qf)(I1) =f(I1), -1-'" Jl-'" 0, 

(18a) 

(18b) 

where the matrices X(z) and Y(z) factor the dispersion 
matrix, 

A(z)= Y(- z)X(z), (19) 

and satisfy some additional analyticity properties. In 
particular, X and Yare both continuous and invertible 
as functions from [- 1,0] to matrices on X;, and there
fore X-l(l1) and y- l (l1) are bounded as operators on Xp(J). 

To extend Eq. (18) to Xp(l) from M=X2(1)nXp(l), it 
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is only necessary to observe that Q is a bounded opera
tor on Xp(l). In fact, 

II Qf II p -'" II L 11211 V iJf II p 

-"'MpIILI141IX-l ll II Jly-lll IlL 11
4

11 f ll p, 

where Lemma 2 has been utilized, and IIx-ll!, II y_lll are 
computed only on Xp(I\J). Thus the half space theory 
may be developed for Xp(l). The factorization of Mul
likin, Eq. (19), is presently only known for IIL-lCI!<i, 
which, of course, limits these results. 

From the viewpoint of expansion theorems, the opera
tor of interest is the product FQ, which is bounded on 
Xp(l) since each of the factors is. In Ref. 3, this opera
tor is derived for Holder continuous functions f, 

(FQf)(lJ) =-2 1. (X-l(lJj+ _X-l(v)-)i 1 ds_S_ y-l(_s)L2 
1TlIJ Jo v-s 

x (V ef) (s)+ i(X-l(v}' + X-l(IJ)-)y-l( - v)L 2(Vef)(lJ) 

for 0 -'" v <:; 1, and (20a) 

(FQf)(V)=n'/v) [ildSv~s y-l(-S)L
2
(Vef)(s),a']J3v 

(20b) 
for IJ E (Jp(K) , R(v) > 0, where a' is defined by 

a' =Xc(IJ)J3v, 

and Xc is defined analogously to Ac' 

Theorem 11: If IIL-lCI! < i, then Eqs. (18) define a 
bounded projection on Xp(N) along Xp(I"J). Kl is semi
bounded on QXp(I), and thus is the generator of a 
holomorphic semigroup. Equations (20) for FQ are valid 
(almost everywhere) for f E Xp(l). 

*This research was carried on while one of the authors (WG) 
was visiting Applied Mathematics Division, Argonne Nation
al Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois. 
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